Synchronous spiking has been postulated to be a meta-signal in visual cortex and other CNS loci that tags neuronal spike responses to a single entity. In retina, however, synchronized spikes have been postulated to arise via mechanisms that would largely preclude their carrying such a code. One such mechanism is gap junction coupling, in which synchronous spikes would be a by-product of lateral signal sharing. Synchronous spikes have also been postulated to arise from common-source inputs to retinal ganglion cells having overlapping receptive fields, and thus code for stimulus location in the overlap area. On-Off directionally selective ganglion cells of the rabbit retina exhibit a highly precise tiling pattern in which gap junction coupling occurs between some neighboring, same-preferred-direction cells. Depending on how correlated spikes arise, and for what purpose, one could postulate that synchronized spikes in this system~1! always arise in some subset of same-direction cells because of gap junctions, but never in non-same-preferred-directional cells;~2! never arise in same-directional cells because their receptive fields do not overlap, but arise only in different-directional cells whose receptive fields overlap, as a code for location in the overlap region; or~3! arise in a stimulus-dependent manner for both same-and different-preferred-direction cells for a function similar to that postulated for neurons in visual cortex. Simultaneous, extracellular recordings were obtained from neighboring On-Off directionally selective~DS! ganglion cells having the same and different preferred directions in an isolated rabbit retinal preparation. Stimulation by large flashing spots elicited responses from DS ganglion-cell pairs that typically showed little synchronous firing. Movement of extended bars, however, often produced synchronous spikes in cells having similar or orthogonal preferred directions. Surprisingly, correlated firing could occur for the opposite contrast polarity edges of moving stimuli when the leading edge of a sweeping bar excited the receptive field of one cell as its trailing edge stimulated another. Pharmacological manipulations showed that the spike synchronization is enhanced by excitatory cholinergic amacrine-cell inputs, and reduced by inhibitory GABAergic inputs, in a motion-specific manner. One possible interpretation is that this synchronous firing could be a signal to higher centers that the outputs of the two DS ganglion cells should be "bound" together as responding to a contour of a common object.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental question in perception concerns how neuronal firing in separated cells that encode different aspects of a single object is linked or "bound" together~Engel et al., 1992a,b; Treisman, 1996; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999 !. In visual cortex, this "binding problem" has often been considered in terms of how widely separated cortical areas that encode different attributes of objects, such as motion and color, do so for multiple objects simultaneously~Tononi et Friedman-Hill et al., 1995; Engel et al., 1997! . Synchronous firing has been postulated to be a firing rate-independent tag that might implement this binding by associating attributes of specific objects within time slots in the overall response to a complex visual scene~Jensen & Lisman, 1998!. Spike rate-independent coding has been demonstrated in auditory cortex; neurons there coordinate the relative time of their firing to signal the presence of stimuli, without changing their firing rates~DeCharms & Merzenich, 1996!. Neurons in the central nervous system~and elsewhere! may be able to detect correlated firing by being particularly responsive to coincidence in their inputs~Softky & Koch, 1993; Konig et al., 1996; Usrey et al., 1998!. Even at a very local level in vision, the problem of object binding arises because single objects can be larger than typical cell receptive fields. When objects move, they stimulate multiple neurons spaced across the extent of the object and across the object's motion trajectory. Given that objects usually move against some sort of background, which may itself have changing contrast elements, how does the visual system represent that some subset of the neurons firing at any particular moment are detecting a particular, single, moving object, while other neurons are firing in response to changes in the background or to other moving objects? Motion-induced synchronous firing has been proposed as the basis of this representation in visual cortex; the spike output of two motion-sensitive cells to an extended object whose contour continues between their separated receptive-field centers has been found to be more synchronized than when discontinuous objects stimulate the same receptive fields~Engel et al., 1992a,b!, even when the firing patterns resulting from the two stimulus cases are nearly identical.
Theories postulating synchronous firing for object binding in visual cortex have sometimes been criticized because of the problem of accounting for the production of sub-millisecond synchrony over distances of centimeters, despite multi-millisecond transmission delays over such distances. One resolution of this problem would be if the retinal output already contained stimulus-dependent synchrony. The task of separated cortical cells might then be to select or amplify an already present synchrony, rather than to create it entirely de novo.
In the mammalian retina, the properties of objects are represented at every point in the retina by the firing of many as 15 or more distinct ganglion cell classes~Marc & Jones, 2002!. Although synchronous firing has been detected in several studies of retinal ganglion cell firing, there have been a number of different postulates for its mechanism and computational function. Weak correlation between the firing of ganglion cells has been noted even in their maintained discharge~Arnett & Spraker, 1981; Mastronarde, 1983 !, for example. Neuenschwander et al.~1999! have observed that high-frequency retinal oscillations~over 100 Hz! can entrain the outputs of ganglion cells to flashed stimuli. Meister and colleagues~Meister et al., 1995; Brivanlou et al., 1998 ! have noted that a common spiking input, perhaps from a spiking amacrine cell, may underlie some retinal synchronous firing. Their concept of the receptive field of the "spike pair" suggested that the synchrony was coding for the presence of a stimulus in a subregion comprising the intersection of the two ganglion cells' receptive fields. DeVries~1999! has noted that an apparently reciprocal connection via gap junctions between some classes of Off ganglion cells may synchronize their outputs, resulting in an extension of the receptive-field center size of these cells. This synchronous firing may therefore be a by-product of pooling or "excitation sharing" rather than a more specific stimulus parameter encoding mechanism. Nirenberg and colleagues postulated that retinal synchronization, although it occurs, may be unimportant as an encoding mechanism because more than 90% of the transmitted information about natural stimuli could be obtained from ganglion cells when ignoring their correlated firing~Nirenberg et al., 2001!. That ganglion cells act largely independently to encode information is consistent with the information theoretic idea that ganglion cells whose output is totally independent can communicate the greatest information about the stimulus with the fewest channels.
However, these previous studies of synchronous firing have not in general focused on interactions between specific cell classes in specific spatial relationships, under stimulus conditions in which moving and flashed stimuli can be compared. On-Off directionally selective~DS! ganglion cells of the rabbit retina comprise an interesting test case in which anatomical characteristics, depending on one's assumptions, could argue both for and against coherent firing. Vaney~1990, 1994! have shown that in about one in five cases, DS cells injected with the tracer Biocytin are gap-junction coupled to precisely touching, but nonoverlapping neighbors having the same morphology. Amthor and Oyster~1995! showed that the injection-coupled cells must have the same preferred motion direction, because each of the four cardinal directions~Oyster, 1968! of On-Off DS ganglion cells form a precise tiling of the retina. Based on gap-junction coupling, it might thus be argued that synchronized firing among some same-preferred-direction DS ganglion cells would be mandated, regardless of the stimulus, or as a trivial function of stimulus strength, as might be the case for coupled Off-ganglion cells~DeVries, 1999!. On the other hand, the idea that synchronous spikes are produced by a common input where receptive fields overlap would occur not for same-directional DS ganglion cells, but for cells having different preferred directions with receptive and dendritic fields that overlap. Consistent with this postulate is the fact that the dendrites of overlapping, differentpreferred direction DS ganglion cells fasciculate together extensively~Amthor & Oyster, 1995!. This extensive cofasciculation between DS cells having different preferred directions may provide opportunities for common inputs or coupling by yet unknown mechanisms that could conceivably generate synchrony.
An issue of particular interest for On-Off DS ganglion cells is the fact that they produce both On and Off responses. Could the On response of one cell ever be correlated with the Off response of another? On and Off directional selectivity are computed largely independently~Amthor Kittila & Massey, 1995 !, although a recent study indicated an inhibitory interaction between excitation of one response sign~On or Off ! and subsequent excitation of the opposite sign~Stasheff & Masland, 2002!. Some asymmetries in the generation of directional selectivity between On and Off mechanisms have also been noted by Taylor and Vaney~2002!. Since On and Off dendrites are in different sublamina of the inner plexiform layer, and if On and Off responses in two different DS cells turned out to be correlated, it would provide interesting constraints on postulated underlying mechanisms involving either common inputs or gap-junction coupling.
Here we report the results of an investigation of correlated firing among neighboring DS ganglion cells as a function of stationary flashes versus motion of spots and extended bars, and as a function of the directional preferences of the cell pairs. Our data show that On-Off DS ganglion cells are never obligatorily synchronous, as might be expected from some models for gapjunction coupling. Neither is synchronous activity purely a function of stimulus position, as might be expected from common input models. Rather, movement of a spot tends to increase correlation in firing over that produced by flashes, and movement of an extended contour produces more correlated firing than small moving spots. Motion can elicit correlation between the On response of one cell and the Off response of another. We also show that this movementassociated synchronous firing is, at least in part, mediated by both cholinergic and GABAergic amacrine inputs. Specifically, the cholinergic input, beyond merely increasing excitation, tends to produce correlated excitation in nearby cells. The GABAergic input, besides mediating null-direction motion inhibition, also specifically counteracts tendencies for cells to fire synchronously, particularly for nonmoving stimuli. Preliminary reports of some of these findings have appeared in abstract form~Amthor & Grzywacz, 1994 & Grzywacz, , 1995 Amthor et al., 1997 !.
Materials and methods

Animals
The animals used in these experiments were pigmented Dutch belt and New Zealand White rabbits of either sex weighing at least 770 F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and N.M. Grzywacz 1.3 kg. All animal care facilities at the University of Alabama at Birmingham~UAB! are fully accredited by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care~AAALAC!. UAB complies with the NIH policy on animal welfare~assurance # A3255 01, according to OPRR regulations!, the Animal Welfare Act, and all other applicable federal, state, and local laws. Animals were anesthetized with urethane plus sodium pentobarbital as surgical anesthetics. Urethane was given IP~1.5 g0kg!, afterward 0.4 to 1.0 ml sodium pentobarbital~stock veterinary solution 65 mg0ml! was injected in the marginal ear vein to obtain deep anesthesia. Anesthetic level was such that no corneal reflexes were apparent. All surgery and experimental procedures were conducted in dim red light. After attainment of a level of anesthesia in which no reflexive movement or change in heart rate resulted from a pinch to the paw, the left or right eye was enucleated as the animal was killed with a overdose of Pentobarbital, or Fatal Plus~Vortech Pharma, Dearborn, MI! euthanizing agent. All surgical procedures and experiments conformed to the principles regarding the care and use of animals adopted by the American Physiological Society and the Society for Neuroscience.
Preparation and recording
Dual single-unit extracellular recordings were obtained from pairs of On-Off DS ganglion cells with both a conventional pair of microelectrodes, and with an electrode array~Amthor et al., 2003!. The dual microelectrode recordings were made under visual control in the isolated Dutch Belt rabbit retina preparation, as by Amthor and Oyster~1995!. Microelectrode array data were obtained from both isolated retina-pigment epitheliumchoroid and isolated eyecup preparations using New Zealand White rabbits. In the dual recordings, water immersion objectives~40ϫ! above the ganglion cell layer were used to visualize the retina, electrodes, and stimuli. The microelectrode arrays were positioned with a 5X air objective. Similar results were obtained with both preparations. The main difference, from a technical point of view, was that the microelectrode array allowed the use of the more robust eyecup preparation in which cells generally had higher signal-to-noise response ratios, and higher maintained or spontaneous activity without the kind of stereotyped, periodic injury discharges with little stimulus response sometimes seen in the more compromised isolated retina preparations. The transparency of the closely spaced array allowed patterned stimuli to be projected through it, from the normal, ganglion cell side in an eyecup preparation, as opposed to the situation with opaque arrays~Fernandez et al., 2000!.
Stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a flat, noninterlaced 38.1 cm VGA color monitor driven by a Windows microcomputer. The maximal stimulus illumination was approximately 440 lx. The stimuli in the dual microelectrode experiments were directly imaged on the retina after being reflected by a half-silvered or dichroic mirror beneath the long-working-distance substage condenser of the microscope. Typically, a light step of the bar was modulated above and back to background, interspersed with eight directions of swept motion of the same bar, in pseudorandom order. All bars passed through the same center position, which was the center of bar when it was flashed. It should be born in mind that, given that two cells were being recorded, it was sometimes not possible, and usually not practical to find a center of motion position that resulted in the best stimulus for both cells simultaneously for all eight directions of motion. Thus, peri-stimulus time~PST! firing histograms had to be examined very carefully, along with receptive-field maps made in many cases, to determine whether some spot or bar trajectories were significantly less than optimal for one or the other member of the DS cell pair. The data shown in this paper are only from recorded pairs in which stimulation fairly confidently revealed the preferred-null axis of both cells in the pair, and produced robust responses in both cells for at least two nearby~angularly! motion directions. Stimuli for the array recording were presented on the same monitor, but the image was projected onto the retina by passing it through the epi-illumination pathway~with the fluorescence lamp housing removed!, and then focused on the retina via a 5ϫ air objective.
Data collection
In the dual electrode recordings, spike times were digitized with a Schmitt trigger and stored to the nearest millisecond by the DOS or Windows microcomputer. In the array recordings, the analog waveforms of all channels were digitized at 4-10 kHz per channel and spike times detected offline by the use of custom template software~Amthor et al., 2003!.
Covariance measurements
Cross-covariance functions were computed for the two spike trains in a manner similar to those used previously by others in retinã Arnett & Spraker, 1981; Mastronarde, 1983; Gerstein et al., 1989; Meister et al., 1995; Grzywacz & Sernagor, 2000 !. We used 51 shuffle-corrected covariance bins of 1 ms, with delays from Ϫ25 to 25 ms. The statistical analysis for significance of individual crosscovariance bins was two-sided as explained elsewhere~Grzywacz & Sernagor, 2000!. Because there were 51 bins, some of them may have statistically significant correlation by chance. If one assumed a threshold of P Ͻ 0.05 for individual bins, then six or more bins had to be simultaneously significant at this level for the overall probability to be smaller than 0.05. Similarly, three or more bins had to be simultaneously significant at the P Ͻ 0.01 level. However, one bin at the P Ͻ 0.001 levels was sufficient. We were careful to also explicitly check issues such as response covariation due to changes in excitability across the stimulus acquisition period, such as pointed out by Brody~1999a,b!. Although our covariation plots explicitly remove the expected correlation due to the stimulus itself, we found, and detail in the results under picrotoxin, that there were some cases where longterm excitability variation caused high apparent synchronous firing. Besides these statistical studies of correlation, several of the figures in this paper plot what we call a "hits" histogram. Hits are defined as two spikes in neighbor cells occurring within 2 ms of each other. The plots of these hits show the time during the response that the correlated events occur. We also show in a number of plots the presence of hits as a function of firing rates of the two cells. Finally, we explicitly show in one plot the actual covariation plotted over the expected covariation from the unshuffled cross covariogram.
Effects of pharmacological modification of GABA and acetylcholine neurotransmitter systems were also observed by introducing GABA and acetylcholine agonists or antagonists into the superfusate~Grzywacz et al. , 1997, 1998a ,b!.
Configuration of stimuli and receptive fields
On-Off DS ganglion cells have a characteristic tiling of the retina, in which the coverage by each of the four cardinal directions forms a precise, gap-free, nonoverlapping tiling~Vaney et al., 1990 tiling~Vaney et al., , 1994 Amthor & Oyster, 1995!. Hand-made receptive-field maps were made of all cells reported here using the computer mouse to move a flashing or constant stimulus, as described in previous studies by us referenced in the Methods. Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a typical,~but schematic in detail! relationship between the receptive-field organization of four On-Off DS ganglion cells, three of which have a preferred direction for motion to the right, while the fourth preferred motion to the left, such as reported by Amthor and Oyster~1995!. Cells A, B, and C are three "tiling", same-directional cells. Movement of Bar 1 up and down, orthogonal to its major axis, will stimulate cells A and B in sequence, but cells B and C simultaneously. For cells A and B, the only significant response overlap for movement will be out of phase, when the leading edge of the bar is in Cell B's receptive field while its trailing edge is still in the receptive field of Cell A. For cells B and C, however, both leading and trailing edges of Bar 1 will stimulate roughly the same portions of both cell's receptive fields at the same time, albeit for motion orthogonal to their preferred-null axes. Bar 2, when moving to the right, will stimulate cells A and B in both the cells' preferred direction, and in comparable phase. Cells B and C will be stimulated sequentially, however, out of phase, but in both cells' preferred directions for rightward movement.
Cell D represents a DS ganglion cell having the opposite preferred direction to the other three cells A-C~this cell D could also represent either of the two DS cells whose preferred directions would be on the orthogonal axis to cells A-C!. Although the tiling for each of the four directional subtypes is precise in terms of overlap, the four tilings do not appear to be in any particular register with respect to each other. Thus, depending on the exact position and the trajectory of the bar, stimulation of two different directional cells may be totally in phase, totally out of phase, or anything in between. For both same-and different-preferreddirection cells, flashing a spot or bar at any location will always stimulate DS cells in the same On0Off phase at the same time, but the strength of the stimulation will depend on the exact percentage of the bar that happens to be in the cell's receptive-field center versus surround. Thus, sweeping bars will in general excite neighboring receptive fields at different phase relationships, so that the chance of correlated firing for motion might be expected to be reduced for motion, compared to flashes, because the cell's transient firing profiles will be out of phase. Moreover, the surrounds of DS ganglion cells are quite strong and "silent," or purely inhibitory~Wyatt & Daw, 1975; Merwine et al., 1995 !. Thus, extended bars tend to produce weaker responses, whether flashed or moved, than smaller spots whose position or trajectory is at some point restricted to the receptive-field centers of two overlapping, different directional cells.
Results
Analysis of cell pair data
The data reported here were from recordings of 25 cell pairs. In the dual microelectrode recordings, which accounted for eight of these, all ganglion cell pairs were confirmed visually to be nearest neighbors, since the soma positions in the retina could be identified by Azure B staining, and multiple candidate cells could be sampled in the vicinity of the first cell recorded. Cell positions obtained with the microelectrode array recordings varied in their proximity, of course, although the electrode spacing of less than 200 mm helped in obtaining nearest neighbors. Generally, we found that correlated firing was strongest for cells whose receptive fields were adjacent~for same directional types! or overlapping~for different directional types!, and tended to be much less significant as the distance between the cells increased. All the data shown here are for cases where the cells' receptive fields were adjacent or overlapping. Results from the array for the nearest-neighbor cells were similar to those obtained with the dual-electrode approach, except the firing rates were higher for array cells, for the reasons given in the Methods.
Given that there are four cardinal directions of motion preference~up, down, left, right!, taken pair-wise there are 16 possible directional combinations. Although 25 cases do not represent a statistically significant sampling of this parameter space, we saw no marked differences in this sample in cell properties as a function of whether either of the cells in any pair had any specific preferred direction~up vs. down vs. left or right!. Rather, the most marked differences depended on whether the cells had the same, orthogonal, or opposite preferred directions, independent of the Fig. 1 . Schematic of the relationship between neighboring DS ganglioncell receptive fields and the bar stimuli used in these experiments. Directionally selective ganglion cells having the same preferred direction, such as Cells A, B and C, always tile the retina with virtually no gaps or overlap. Depending on the orientation of the bar, it may stimulate same directional types simultaneously~as for Bar 2 for Cells A and B!, or sequentiallỹ Bar 1, Cells B and C!. Two DS ganglion cells having different preferred directions can range from virtual total overlap to being contiguous. Depending on the exact position and the trajectory of the bar, stimulation of two different directional cells may be totally in phase, totally out of phase, or anything in between. Flashing any particular bar at any location will always stimulate DS cells in the same phase at the same time, but the strength of the stimulation will depend on the exact percentage of the bar that happens to be in the cell's center, versus surround. Surrounds of DS ganglion cells are strong and "silent"~purely inhibitory!.
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Correlations for light steps
Overall correlations
We investigated first whether the spike responses to light steps of large spots are obligatorily synchronous in DS cells having identified directional preferences. On-Off DS ganglion cells give good On and Off responses to light steps with nearly identically shaped poststimulus time~PST! waveforms, thus providing a considerable opportunity for synchronous firing for such stimuli. However, as Fig. 2 shows, light flash or step PST spike responses are not obligatorily correlated for either same preferred directional pairs~Fig. 2A!, or opposite preferred directional pairs~Fig. 2B!. For the same directional pair in Fig. 2A , a single, isolated covariance bin at a delay of 10 ms was statistically significant, while for Fig. 2 . Light-step response peri-stimulus histograms and cross-covariance profiles for a pair of On-Off DS ganglion cells having the same preferred direction~A, top! and opposite preferred directions~B, bottom!. The duration of the light on-time for the "flash" stimulus cases is indicated by the dark bar below the plots. The "hits" histogram, where spikes occurred in the two cells within 62 ms, are plotted in black, superimposed on the overall peri-stimulus firing histograms~firing histograms for Cell 1 of each recorded pair are displaced upward arbitrarily in each plot!. Cross-covariance plots are plotted to the right of each pair. Bins with statistically significant correlation are noted with *. The cross-covariance plot for the top pair having the same preferred direction shows one statistically significant bin representing a correlation of relative delay 10 ms. The bottom plot of the two DS cells having opposite preferred directions exhibits one significant bin at a relative delay of 23 ms. Isolated bins with such "unusual" correlations as in these two cases occasionally appeared for unknown reasons. These data were obtained using the dual recording method in isolated retina, where overall firing rates were generally lower than obtained in array recordings in the eyecup preparation.
the opposite-direction overlapping pair a single bin at Ϫ23 ms was significant at the 0.001 level. However, although statistically significant, these correlations appear to be accidental, and isolated, long-delay correlations such as these were not consistently observed in flash or light-step experiments.
Synchronous firing
Since synchronous~near-zero delay! correlations are of particular interest, we plotted what we call "hits" on most PST histograms. Hits are occurrences of a spike in one member of the cell pair within 2 ms of a spike in the other. These hits are plotted as black bars superimposed on the grey overall PST histograms. For example, for same-directional Cell-pair A in Fig. 2 , we can see a single hit in the On response at about 1100 ms, and several hits at two phases of the Off response around 3200 ms. The plots of the hits reveal, therefore, the time of occurrence during the response of short delay, "synchronous" correlations. Although flash stimuli produced occasional hits indicating near synchronous spikes, regardless of the two preferred directions of the cell pairs, flash synchrony tended not to be very significant unless firing rates elicited were very high, as discussed later.
Correlation structure for small moving spots
On-Off DS ganglion cells have receptive-field centers that yield On-Off responses throughout, with strong inhibitory surrounds that attenuate the responses to spots larger than the receptive-field centers. The optimum spot size for both flashed and swept bars is actually typically less than about two-thirds of the excitatory receptive-field center diameter~Wyatt & Daw, 1975!. We used near optimal small, sweeping, high-contrast spots to elicit motion responses from DS ganglion cell pairs to investigate the relation between spike-time correlation and movement, and to compare this to the correlation structure elicited by light flashes.
In comparing the correlation structure of the responses to flashes versus movement, one issue is the contribution of the relative firing rate of the two cells to the production of correlated responses. Although our covariance calculations normalize for firing rate and stimulus dependence, in order to allow one to visually relate synchronous firing to firing rate, we have plotted in Fig. 3 and several other figures the PST responses of the two members of a DS cell pair~Cell 1 is plotted as the upper, positive PST histogram, Cell 2 as the lower, negative going!, together with plots of the number of hits as a function of the bin-wise firing rate of the two cells~proportional to filled circle size!. The PST histogram of one member of the cell pair is plotted as negative going in order to compare the firing rate of the two cells directly in the same plot. Fig. 3 shows these plots for a light-step stimulus center! and eight directions of movement~arrows!. Both cells prefer movement somewhat downward and to the right, where there is also considerable overlap in their PST firing histograms. We also have plotted the diameters of the circles on the firing-rate plots to indicate the number of hits at that firing rate, measured as the count in that bin. The hit count for the largest diameter appears at the top of each panel.
The center panel of Fig. 3 shows few hits for the flash case. The flash response is small because the particular position of the stationary spot we chose was at the edge of both receptive-field centers, where it partially intruded into each, and thus it did not elicit a strong flash response from both cells. All movement directions elicited at least a few hits, even for null and near-null directions with low firing rates. The largest number of hits occurred for movement down and to the right in which both cells had high, in-phase firing. For all directions, it can be seen that hits mostly occurred when the firing rates were simultaneously relatively high, although there are direction cases in which hits, or nearly synchronous spikes, occurred when the firing of only one or the other cell was high.
What Fig. 3 does not reveal is the cross-correlation structure for delays longer than 2 ms, as well as the statistical significance of the short-delay hits observed in Fig. 3. Fig. 4A shows the normalized cross-covariance histograms for the same nine cases as Fig. 3 . Asterisks indicated significant bins, as described in the Methods. Consistent with Fig. 2 , the flash cross-correlation~center, in heavy box! exhibits no statistically significant correlations. This result was typically the case for flash stimuli when the firing rate was low. Most motion directions also produced no statistically significant correlations, except for sporadic bins~as for the flash data in Fig. 2 !. On the other hand, the rightward and downward motion elicited a complex and significant correlation structure, with bins near 0 delay positively correlated, and bins at longer delays symmetrically negatively correlated. This type of extended, symmetrical positive-flanked-by-negative structure over a delay period on the order of 10 ms was found only for movement, and mostly for DS cells with the same preferred direction.
As described in the Methods section, there are a number of alternative ways of assessing the significance of correlated firing. In Fig. 4B , we plot below our normalized cross-covariogram for the motion down and to the right, a raw cross-correlogram with the shuffle-correction explicitly shown~Fig. 4B! per the method of Brody~1999a,b! as a dark line. Subtraction of the shuffle corrector from the raw data yields a shuffle-corrected cross-covariogram similar to that which we computed using our slightly different method. The difference between our normalized cross-covariogram and the Brody-method shuffle-corrected one is that the latter has one less significant bin. The two methods thus produce essentially the same results, but the Brody shuffle corrector is sometimes a more conservative estimator of significant interactions. These estimates thus usually only differ in marginal, nonzero delay bins, about which we attach little significance, in any case.
Spike rate, On-Off collisions, and synchronous firing
Although the various normalization procedures we and others use explicitly correct for such effects as stimulus dependence and firing rate, there are other firing-rate-dependent issues that may not be removed by such "linear" corrections. When firing rates are high, the refractory period introduces a nonlinearity that tends to evenly space spikes in time, limit overall firing rate, and reduce latency variation. Several of these issues are discussed at length by Brody~1999a,b!. Because of these considerations, the most interesting questions about synchronous firing for various combinations of cell-preferred directions and types of stimuli, concern whether, for a given firing rate, there exists a stimulus dependence in the correlated firing that might thus embody a representation of that stimulus attribute.
The association between correlation and firing rate suggests that a "fair" comparison of the spike correlation produced by light steps or flashes, compared to motion, requires analysis of a case with a better light-step response. Such a case is shown in Fig. 5 . The cell plotted as positive going on the PST histograms preferred motion generally upward0leftward, as evidenced by near-null responses for motion down and to the right.~The relatively poor response to the specific trajectory up and to the left is likely 774 F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and N.M. Grzywacz because the spot used to stimulate the pair missed this cell's receptive-field center on this trajectory.! The other cell in this figure~plotted as a negative-going histogram! preferred upward0 rightward movement. The better flash response of this cell pair elicited many more hits than the pair in Fig. 3 . Again, most of the hits appeared to occur when the firing rates of the two cells were simultaneously relatively high. All motion directions that elicited any significant simultaneous firing in both cells also elicited hits. The movement up and rightward was particularly interesting in terms of the relative On0Off phases of the responses. The responses of the cell plotted as positive-going led those of the other, plotted as negativegoing~due to the coincidence of receptive-field locations, as noted in the Methods section!, such that the Off response of the positiveplotted PST histogram of Cell 1 was simultaneous with the On response of the other, negative-plotted PST histogram of Cell 2, where a large number of hits occurred. The possibility of a synchronous firing code involving the On response of one DS cell and the Off response of the other is interesting both in terms of what it is that synchronous firing encodes, and what mechanism implements that code.
The cross-covariogram functions for the cell pair of Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6 . As for Fig. 4 , these functions are stimulus dependent. However, now the flash case shows significant zerodelay cross-correlation, presumably due to the higher flash firing rate in this case compared to Figs. 4 and 5. But the higher firing Fig. 3 . PST responses and hits as a function of the firing rate of two DS ganglion cells in response to a light step~center! and eight directions of movement~arrows! of a small spot. One cell of each pair is plotted on a negative-going scale, so their instantaneous firing can be compared, bin by bin. "Hits" are superimposed on the overall firing, as in Fig. 2 . The cell plotted as a normal, positive PST histogram responds best to movement downward, and perhaps slightly rightward. The other cell plotted as a negative PST histogram responds best to rightward, and perhaps slightly downward movement. The diameters of the circles on the firing-rate plots indicate the number of hits at that firing rate, measured as the count in that bin. The hit count for the largest diameter appears at the top of each panel. All hit plots are on the same scale, and all PST histograms are on the same scale. Data were obtained with the microelectrode array in the eyecup preparation. rate here cannot explain why four motion directions have zerodelay bins that are higher than in the flash case, since these motions are eliciting less combined response. That is, motion produces correlated firing at lower mutual firing rates than flashes. Motion also produces correlations at nonzero delays as well as near-zero delay, or synchronous firing. This means that the overall correlation structure is different for flash versus motion firing. Flash responses tend to have synchronous firing only very tightly located near zero delay. However, interestingly, the upwardrightward motion covariogram, in which On and Off responses collided, tends to resemble the flash covariogram structure, rather than the like On0Off phase motion correlograms, more than the correlation structure typically elicited by motion when same On0 Off phase responses in the two cells occur at the same time, due to their receptive-field locations with respect to the stimulus trajectory.
Separate synchrony genesis between On and Off mechanisms
We have shown previously that synchronous firing~represented by hits in the histograms! occurs approximately equally for On-On and Off-Off interactions, particularly for movement. We have also shown, such as for the upward-rightward motion of Figs. 5 and 6, that statistically significant synchronous firing can occur between the On responses of one cell and the Off responses of another. We also found some cell pairs in which significant correlations were restricted to the same On or Off response sign. Fig. 7 shows the responses to a flash and four orthogonal movement directions of a small spot for two cells having the same preferred direction. The hits histograms show that the On responses of the two cells~light step onset, and leading edge of light bar! show highly correlated Fig. 3 . One motion direction, rightward and downward, exhibits particularly significant correlations in numerous bins. The correlation structure for this motion exhibits bins near 0 delay positively correlated, and bins at longer relative delays symmetrically negatively correlated. The only exception is the positive bin at ϩ 24 ms. Below the covariogram plot for motion downward and to the right, where the largest significant correlations occurred, in Fig. 4B , we plot below this a raw cross-correlogram with the shuffle-correction explicitly shown~Fig. 4B! per the method of Brody~1999a,b! as a dark line. Subtraction of the shuffle-corrector from the raw data yields a shuffle-corrected cross-covariogram similar to that which we computed using our slightly different method. The difference between our normalized cross-covariogram and the Brody-method shuffle-corrected one is that the latter has one less significant bin.
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firing for two movement directions, but not the Off responses for those same directions, despite the identical leading and trailing edge stimulation path. Conceivably, as suggested previously, this may be related to the fact that both firing rates are lower for the Off trailing edge! than On response~leading edge! in this experiment. The combination of a strong correlation for the On response with a weak, almost nonexistent one for the Off response to the same stimuli argues strongly against obligatory synchrony generated by mechanisms such as gap-junction coupling, as well as against special receptive-field location labels, such as areas of receptivefield overlap, unless these are separate and variable between On and Off mechanisms. Common input or gap-junction models may also have difficulty explaining nonzero, longer delay correlated firing between the two cells that appear to occur easily for movement, in this and other experiments, but rarely for flashes. The results described previously are typical of all cases in which small spots by their position and trajectory stimulated DS ganglion cells simultaneously. Correlated firing could only occur when cells were stimulated at about the same time, at least in the 625-ms epoch we examined. Although correlated firing tended to occur when the firing rate of both cells was simultaneously high, it could occur during portions of the responses in which firing of one or both cells was low, and there were many instances in which both cells were firing rapidly without significant firing correlatioñ Fig. 2!. As the figures shown previously indicate, movement of small spots appeared to elicit more correlated spikes than light steps, for the same overall firing rate.
Correlations generated by extended objects
Spatially extended objects present the prima facia difficulty for binding discussed in the Introduction. Extended bars will more often simultaneously stimulate two or more neighboring cells than small spots, in part because extended bars can more easily stim- Fig. 3 . Both cells gave a good Off response to the flash. The largest preferred0null ratios for the positive-plotted cell were for upward-leftward movement. As this motion did not produce the largest response, such a ratio indicated that the small spot used as a stimulus probably missed the middle of the receptive-field center. The other cell preferred upward-rightward movement. Hits tended to occur in the higher firing bins, but there are large bins without hits, and small bins with them. Data were obtained with the microelectrode array in the eyecup preparation. ulate cells that have no overlap in receptive fields, such as neighboring same-directional DS ganglion cells. We investigated the correlation structure of the responses of DS ganglion cell pairs to extended bars to compare the correlation histograms thus obtained with those obtained from smaller spots. Fig. 8 shows responses and cross-correlation functions of the same pair of DS ganglion cells to movement in their preferred~left column! versus null~middle column! directions. The top three rows~A! show responses and cross-correlations elicited by a small spot, while the bottom three rows~B! are for an extended bar. The rightmost column also shows the responses to a flash of the extended bar.
In Fig. 8A , for preferred-direction movement of the small spot, there are few hits, and no significantly correlated firing, despite a relatively high simultaneous firing rate in the two cells for both leading and trailing edges of the small spot. In Fig. 8B , however, hits and correlated firing increase markedly in the same cells for movement of an extended bar with about a doubling in the firing rate. Hits for the extended bar occur for both the On and Off responses of these two DS cells. Some correlated bins also occur for the null-direction sweep and flash of the bar, but these longdelay bins are diffuse, less clustered, and don't appear to represent an example of any sort of repeated pattern in our data. Although we did not parametrically control stimuli to the extent of precisely matching the firing rate for a bar and spot in any particular experiment~because we did not have online access to hits histograms with our setup, among other things!, in two other cases in which we used both a spot and extended bar, we obtained bar responses similar to those for the spot, but the correlations were still greater for the bar. Hence, to the extent that higher correlation is obtained for moving bars than for moving spots at similar firing rates, it implicates a correlation mechanism different from just heightened excitability. This conclusion is similar to that reached for the correlation difference between flashing and moving spots.
Retinal mechanisms underlying firing correlation: Inhibition of correlation
If correlation is stimulus dependent and involves more than just firing rate, then it must be under the control of one or more retinal mechanisms that are differentially affected by the type of stimulus that elicits it, such as movement. This mechanism must be different from a joint-cell-excitability mechanism such as gap-junction coupling, or an input that is purely a consequence of stimulus location in the receptive-field overlap of two cells. Two classes of possibilities suggest themselves:~1! mechanisms that prevent synchronous firing for some, nonselected stimuli; and~2! mechanisms that produce synchronous firing for selected stimuli.
To consider retinal mechanisms that might be stimulus specific for DS ganglion cells, one must take into account their inputs. The selectivity for motion direction in these DS ganglion cells, which are among the most extensively studied DS neurons in all species, is based on both spatially asymmetric inhibitory~Barlow & Levick, 1965; Wyatt & Daw 1975; Fried et al., 2002! and facilitatory~Barlow & Levick, 1965; Amthor et al., 1996! mechanisms . While inhibition appears to involve GABAergic amacrine synapses~Caldwell et al., 1978; Ariel & Daw, 1982a; Grzywacz et al., 1997; Kittila & Massey, 1997 !, facilitation may involve cholinergic ones~Ariel & 
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F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and N.M. Grzywacz There are few hits, and almost no significantly correlated firing for the spot movement, but the extended bar, which elicits slightly greater firing, has many hits and significant correlation in firing. Data were obtained using dual recording in the isolated retina preparation. 780 F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and N.M. Grzywacz Daw, 1982b; Grzywacz et al., 1997; Kittila & Massey, 1997 ! from starburst amacrine cells~Famiglietti, 1983 Masland et al., 1984; Amthor et al., , 2002 Euler et al., 2002; We first investigated the effects of blocking GABAergic input to these cells. Blocking GABA increases DS cell responsiveness for nearly all stimuli, as is well known~Caldwell et al., 1978; Ariel & Daw, 1982a; Grzywacz et al., 1997; Kittila & Massey, 1997 !, but particularly percentage-wise it increases responses to nulldirection motion, which are very small otherwise. Fig. 9 shows the flash-, preferred-, and null-bar responses of the same cell as Fig. 8 , but under 15 mM picrotoxin to block the GABAergic input, which brings the null-direction response to nearly the same level as that for the preferred direction. The remarkable result here, as seen in two other experiments, was that the correlation structure changed little for the preferred-direction response, but changed so much for the flash and null responses that correlations became greater than those for the preferred-direction response, even when the firing levels were lower.
There are a number of aspects of these results that require consideration in some detail. The first is the relative lack of change in the correlation structure of the preferred-direction response. This result is consistent with the idea that there is little of the null-direction-associated GABAergic input during preferreddirection movement, and thus, blocking GABA only changes the magnitude of the response, and its correlation structure, slightly. This in turn is interesting because of the fact that, although it is clear that GABA controls null-direction inhibition, it is also released by many amacrine cells in the retina that presumably are not involved in directional selectivity per se. Blockade of GABA during preferred-direction motion apparently does not cause large changes in the correlation structure of two DS ganglion cells by acting on nondirection-specific inhibitory circuitry such as gain control or surround inhibition.
A second, rather surprising result of this experiment concerns the correlation structure elicited by null-direction motion~last column of Fig. 9 !. Blockade of GABA causes the null response to increase markedly, almost to, but not quite, the level of the preferred-direction response. However, the correlation structure of the null response is quite unlike the preferred, because the former exhibits a high degree of correlation for both synchronous firing, and at longer time scales.
That a GABAergic input suppresses correlated firing is even more evident in the flash response~middle panel!, where a statistically significant correlation is computed for every delay across the 625-ms interval we investigated. Yet, the flash response is smaller than the preferred-direction response, and, although its peak is comparable to the null-direction response, its overall integral is less than that response. One reason for this correlation is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 9C , which shows the number of spikes in the flash responses of the two cells, as a function of stimulus number during the experiment. The high overall covariability in the flash responses means that the correlations in the covariograms in Fig. 9B are not due to correlated firing within a relatively constant response, but because the entire flash, but not preferred-direction response varied markedly from trial to trial in a highly correlated manner, for both cells. Apparently, blockade of GABA produced, over a period of minutes, a slow change in correlated overall excitability in the receptive fields of these two DS ganglion cells that was extremely large for flash responses, moderate for movement in the null direction, and almost nonexistent for preferred-direction motion, during the same epoch. With regard to the null-direction result, it appears that a motion mechanism may suppress some of this covariation produced by nonmoving stimuli when GABAergic synapses are blocked. This result clearly indicates that the apparent result of a statistically significant diffuse correlation structure across a long interval may not be due at all to coordination of spike times in a relatively stationary response, but due to overall covariant changes in excitability, as was seen here.
Retinal mechanisms underlying correlated firing: Production of synchronous firing
The stimulus dependence of correlated firing seen in our results is partly due to firing rate and partly due to a specific retinal mechanism likely to be associated with movement. One possibility for a motion-specific excitatory input to DS ganglion cells is the cholinergic input from starburst amacrine cells~as discussed above, and in the Introduction!. We tested the effect of applying 10 mM physostigmine to the same cell as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . This drug, by blocking the action of acetylcholinesterase, prolongs the effect of endogenously released acetylcholine. Fig. 10 shows the PST histograms and cross-correlation functions resulting from physostigmine. Responses are generally elevated and prolonged, but to a lesser degree than with picrotoxin.
The relevant result of this experiment is shown in the crosscorrelation functions for steps and movements at the bottom of Fig. 10 . Here, it can be seen that the elevation in firing produced by physostigmine is accompanied by an increase in the crosscorrelation mainly for movement in the preferred direction, and only for delays near zero~synchronous!. Despite picrotoxin and physostigmine both elevating firing and reducing directional selectivity, their effects on the cross-correlation function are entirely different. The physostigmine result here and in several other cases suggests that the effect of cholinergic input is to produce a tendency for synchronous~zero delay! firing in pairs of DS ganglion cells, most strongly for motion, and particularly strongly for preferred-direction motion. The cholinergic input potentiated by physostigmine does not appear to produce this firing correlation by mediating a slow, overall covariability, as was the case with the picrotoxin block of GABA, rather, the cholinergic input seemed to specifically produce a near-zero delay~synchronous! correlation tendency that was particularly marked for preferred-direction movement, the stimulus for which the largest cholinergic input would be expected.
Discussion
In this study, we have investigated some of the stimulus conditions and mechanisms underlying the occurrence of correlated firing among neighboring On-Off DS ganglion cells of the rabbit retina. The parameter space for stimulus conditions, such as object shape and contrast, is, of course, huge, and we have barely scratched its surface. Nevertheless, we have found that synchronous and other firing correlation does sometimes occur, but not obligatorily. This correlation appears to be larger for moving than static stimuli, and for movement of extended objects than small high-contrast spots, regardless of firing rate.
Correlation, stimulus dependence, and firing rate
The firing of On-Off DS ganglion cells is not statistically synchronous or correlated for many stimulus conditions that otherwise Fig. 9 . Peri-stimulus histograms~A! and covariance plots~B! of responses of the same cell pair as in Fig. 8 to the same stimuli, but under picrotoxin. The duration of the light on-time for the "flash" stimulus cases is indicated by the dark bar below the plots. Picrotoxin increases all responses, but specially, increases the previously absent null-direction responses. The synchrony seen before for preferred direction motion is relatively unchanged, but both flash and null direction responses exhibit massive synchrony never seen normally. The large delay correlations in B can be seen to be due to overall firing correlations during picrotoxin application, as evident in the covariability plot of total spikes as a function of stimulus number in C. Data were obtained using dual recording in the isolated retina preparation.
Correlated firing among DS ganglion cells
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F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and N.M. Grzywacz produce relatively high levels of firing. Rather, synchronous firing, although associated with high firing rates, is greater for preferreddirection movement of spots than light steps or flashes of the same stimuli~Figs. 5 & 6!. Moreover, synchronous firing is even stronger for movement of bars extended beyond the edge of a single DS cell excitatory receptive-field center. Firing is particularly synchronous for movement across On-Off DS ganglion cells having the same preferred direction, despite the fact that there is virtually no overlap of their receptive-field centers. Correlated firing also occurs for movement across DS ganglion cell receptive fields having orthogonal preferred directions~Figs. 5 & 6!. In this case, correlation is typically somewhat better for movement vectors between the two cell's preferred-direction axes than along the preferred-direction axis of either one of the cells.
Retinal mechanisms underlying correlated firing
Gap junctions
The lack of obligatory synchronization as a function of same or different preferred direction argues against its exclusive production by a mechanism involved in joint-cell excitability, such as gap junctions via reciprocal excitation. For correlation to depend on something like gap junctions, and be stimulus-type dependent, would require that stimuli of different types, such as moving bars versus flashes, differentially activate gap junctions on a fast time scale. Of course, although this is theoretically possible, it appears unlikely for several reasons. One is that only a small fraction of DS cells may be linked by gap junctions~Vaney, 1994!, presumably involving one~yet unknown! of the four cardinal directions. But we found no evidence that any particular directional subclass behaved differently with respect to correlated firing than the other three. Moreover, On-Off DS ganglion cells having the same preferred direction have dendritic and receptive-field centers with virtually no overlap~Amthor & Oyster, 1995!. The highly branched, fine dendritic tree structure of these cells provides serious constraints on the ability of a spike generated in one soma, to pass over 12 orders of magnitude of branching to its dendritic tips, and then cross another 12 dendritic branching orders of the neighboring, same preferred-direction cell to its soma to cause a spike there.
Common inputs
In the case of cells with the same preferred direction, it is unlikely that the common synapse comes from a bipolar cell. This is because their receptive fields have little overlap and they coincide with their dendritic trees~Amthor et al., 1989; He et al., 1999 !. However, amacrine cells from beyond the receptive-field borders modulate the responses of DS cells~Amthor et al., 1996!. Unfortunately, the amacrine cells known to contact the DS cell do so separately to its On and Off dendritic strata. Hence, although these cells can mediate On-On and Off-Off correlations, they cannot account for the On-Off correlations observed in Figs. 5 and 6. It follows that one should not posit an exclusive mechanism specific for either the inner~On! or the outer~Off ! sublaminar ramification~Famiglietti & Kolb, 1976; Famiglietti, 1983; Amthor et al., 1984 Amthor et al., , 1989 !. It is possible, however, that the common input receives a contribution from yet unknown processes linking the On and Off strata. However, also arguing against this hypothesis generally is the fact that a common input such as described above would be expected to produce correlated firing for any stimulus that activated that locus. But, we found significant differences in the correlation structure as a function of movement versus flashes, and movement of extended objects versus small spots, that suggest just exciting a given locus was not the primary determinant in producing correlated firing.
Oscillations
In general, correlated firing in these cells also does not appear to depend on retinal oscillations~Kenyon & Marshak, 1998; Castelo-Branco et al., 1998; Neuenschwander et al., 1999 Neuenschwander et al., , 2002 Bearse et al., 2000; Veruki & Hartveit, 2002 !. Cross-correlation functions based on subthreshold oscillations would appear as a central positive peak, flanked by symmetrical negative correlation regions, leading to positive peaks at the same interval at larger delays, and so forth. Although one can see flanking negative correlations around a positive peak in Figs. 4 and 6, they represent a small minority of the cases. This structure is also seen more often for movement than flash responses, whereas the latter would presumably be more likely to cause oscillations. Negative correlations within a few milliseconds of large positive correlation peaks in some of the histograms are likely to be due to the refractory period of the ganglion cells when a significant percentage of the spikes in two cells are synchronous. Fig. 10 shows that acetylcholine tends to produce firing that is synchronously correlated, and this effect is particularly strong for preferred-direction movement. Although it has previously been shown that acetylcholine is necessary for directional responses to complex, textured stimuli such as drifting gratings~Grzywacz et al., 1998a; Yoshida et al., 2001; Reed et al., 2005 !, the failure of acetylcholine to contribute decisively to directional selectivity in these cells for movement of high-contrast small spots has long been puzzling~Grzywacz et al., 1998b!. These results and those from Fig. 10 suggest that acetylcholine may function partly to control firing correlation somewhat independently of the overall firing rate as a function of particular stimulus parameters, in addition to any function of encoding movement by rate of firing Masland et al., 1984 !. The picrotoxin results suggest that cholinergic synapses would contribute to near-zero delay, synchronous correlation. Fig. 10 supports this interpretation and suggests that the cholinergic-correlation mechanism is very transient. One candidate for such a mechanism is possible spiking in starburstcholinergic amacrine cells~Bloomfield, 1992; Jensen, 1995; Amthor & Grzywacz, 1995!. It is not known whether spikes in starburst amacrine cells are more likely to occur under particular stimulus conditions such as those that have produced correlated DS ganglioncell firing here, or whether spikes produced in a non-specific way might be selectively coupled to pairs of DS cells dependent possibly through GABA! for specific stimulus parameters.
Starburst-cholinergic inputs
One complication with the starburst-spike hypothesis is that the pharmacological agent we tested, physostigmine, prolongs the presence of acetylcholine in the synaptic cleft. This temporally smears the effect of the cholinergic input and thus the responses of the ganglion cell~Ariel & Daw, 1982b; Ariel & Adolph, 1985; Grzywacz et al., 1997 !. Yet, despite this temporal extension of the input, the correlation induced by physostigmine is always for near synchronous firing. One explanation for this would be that the excitation caused by acetylcholine brings multiple ganglion cells close to their threshold for spike firing, facilitating the action of another excitatory mechanism that, when it occurs, tends to produce synchronous spikes in both cells due to the proximity of both their thresholds, as mediated by the cholinergic input. The cholinergic control of some synchronous firing may be intrinsic to the DS mechanism. Some differences we have observed between the On and Off correlations may reflect differences that have been reported between the DS mechanisms for On and Off responses in DS ganglion cells~Taylor & Vaney, 2002!, and differences noted in cholinergic inputs to the two mechanisms~Fried et al., 2002!. Fig. 9 suggests that a GABAergic input may de-correlate ganglion-cell spike outputs under normal circumstances. The "extra" spikes produced under GABA-transmission blockade are more highly correlated than spikes produced in the normal retina. Whether the correlations among these new spikes occur because they have been generated by a mechanism that has no intrinsic anticorrelation control, or whether GABA also blocks their anticorrelation mechanism, cannot be determined from these results. If this latter possibility were correct, then one of the functions of GABAergic inhibition might be to maintain independence in the discharges of neighboring ganglion cells, which would allow specific retinal circuitry that does synchronize outputs for stimuli of particular salience to do so against a low synchrony "background."
Anticorrelation mechanisms GABA
Another interesting result of the GABA blockade was its sharply different effects on the correlations generated by different stimuli. The most parsimonious explanation for the preferred-direction result is that there is little GABAergic input normally, and addition of picrotoxin therefore produces little change in the response itself or its correlation structure. For null-direction motion, the "new" spikes produced by GABAergic blockade exhibit considerable correlation in the two cells, both at zero~synchronous! and longer delays, even though the null-direction firing rates are still less than those for preferred-direction movement. Perhaps, the blockade of GABA "releases" some communication of excitation during null motion that produces correlated spikes in the two cells. A similar result would explain the correlation structure for the light-step case. However, that correlations are stronger for light steps than for null motions argues that even without GABAergic synapses, some motion mechanism suppresses some of the correlation produced by the light step. This suppression is surprising, as it suggests that an inhibitory mechanism other than those using GABA A and GABA C receptors, which picrotoxin antagonizes~Feigenspan et al., 1993; Qian & Dowling, 1993; !, also contributes to motion-dependent de-correlation. This mechanism is probably not glycine mediated~Caldwell et al.,
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F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and N.M. Grzywacz 1978 Differences of the effect of GABA blockade on correlation is marked in the cross-correlation functions for preferred versus flashes and null-direction motions. These functions are qualitatively different, indicating that a GABA-independent asymmetry related to directional selectivity contributes to the control of synchrony. Other studies have already concluded that the input to a GABAergic synapse might not be the sole asymmetry in retinal directional selectivity~Grzywacz et al., 1998a,b; !. The only non-GABA-dependent asymmetry found so far is preferred-direction, cholinergic facilitation.
These surprising differences between preferred and null correlations under picrotoxin strongly indicated that a spatial asymmetry related to directional selectivity remained active that did not require GABAergic synapses. The blockade of these synapses also caused the light-step and null-motion~flash! responses to contain a temporally diffuse correlation component not present normally, which turned out to be do to a slow, correlated covariability in the entire discharge that was maximal for flashes, somewhat reduced for null motion, and hardly occurred at all for preferred-direction motion. Another important difference between preferred-motion and other-stimuli correlations was the tendency of the former to have a sharp peak near zero ms, that is synchronous. Therefore, this raises the hypothesis that the near-zero-ms, synchronous correlation for preferred-direction motion is due to this asymmetry. The effects of acetylcholine and GABA-affecting agents on the correlation structure may be, at least in part, due to a common mechanism because starburst amacrine cells release both acetylcholine and GABA, and are themselves inhibited by GABA. Thus, some correlated spikes that occur when GABA antagonists are applied may be due to an enhanced acetylcholine release.
The function of correlated firing
That correlated firing is strongest for long bars argues that it may function in solving the receptive-field-size binding problem: objects in the visual world are larger than the receptive fields of ganglion cells. What mechanism~s! could exist that would allow the brain to differentiate between stimulation of two nearby receptive fields by different objects versus stimulation by a single, large object that extends across multiple receptive fields? One might expect that higher visual centers, depending on their context, may select, enhance, or suppress the synchronous output from the retinã Sillito et al., 1994! depending on global salience factors. For instance, one may raise a simple mechanism of selection from the observation that On-Off DS ganglion cells project to the lateral geniculate nucleus~LGN! in rabbit~Levick et al., 1969; Knapp & Mistler, 1983 !. This projection presumably allows the rabbit's visual cortex to access whatever codes are used by these and other cells. The studies of Usrey, Reid, and colleagues then tell us how the LGN and the cortex may interpret correlated spikes from the retina~Alonso et al., 1996 Dan et al., 1998; Usrey et al., 1998 Usrey et al., , 1999 Usrey et al., , 2000 In cat, when two retinal spikes arrive within 30 ms of each other, the second spike is much more likely than the first to produce a geniculate spike. This effect is called pairedspike enhancement. It turns out that this enhancement increases the frequency of synchronous thalamic activity.~Neighboring geniculate neurons with overlapping receptive fields of the same type often fire spikes synchronized to within 1 ms.! Paired-spike enhancement is thus important for two reasons: First, it increases
LGN's firing; for two spikes traveling down a single geniculate axon, the second spike is more effective in generating a cortical spike if their time separation is smaller than 15 ms. Second, for two spikes on separate axons, the interaction is even faster~;7 ms!. This interaction could take advantage of the LGN synchronization induced by pair-spike enhancement. Because retinogeniculate and geniculocortical connections are specific for neighborhood and cell type, the LGN and cortex may thus well detect the retinal correlations described here.
What image features is retinal correlation suitable for binding? Because the best stimulus for correlation was the long bar, we suggest that retinal correlation would code pieces of long contours. This suggestion would help to solve an interesting puzzle raised by the data of Nirenberg et al.~2001!. They could obtain more than 90% of the information about natural stimuli from ganglion cells by ignoring their correlated firing. However, if the function of retinal correlation were coding contours, then correlation would appear only in a small fraction of cell pairs. This is because mathematically, the majority of points in an image are interiors of regions, whereas contour points are relatively rare. Nevertheless, despite of their rarity, contour points arguably play a more important role in visual perception than interior points~Field et al., 1993; Moore & Cavanagh, 1998; Hess & Field, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2000 !. We thus argue that although ganglion cells may encode 90% of the information independently, the other 10% may have inordinate importance.
The stimulus dependence of firing correlation we have found in this study is "soft" rather than dichotomous, in the sense that movement, particularly of large objects, tends to increase correlated firing, but some correlated firing can occur for any stimulus that drives one or both cells at high firing rates. Natural-scene statistics may be such that they would result in more dichotomous firing correlation. For instance, contrasts tend to be low in natural scenes~Ruderman & Bialek, 1994; Zhu & Mumford, 1997; Balboa & Grzywacz, 2000 !, which could cause unfavorable stimuli to be subthreshold for correlation. For DS cells, such stimuli would be stationary features and small moving elements. Alternatively, soft correlations may be a population code in which the ratios between responses and between correlations would indicate particular types of objects. For instance, a solid-colored object moving to the right would strongly activate responses and correlations in neighbor DS cells with rightward preferred directions. In contrast, a textured object moving to the right would elicit strong responses in the same cells but weak correlations. As such, the spike output of neighboring ganglion cells could be considered to be multiplexed between a "rate code," indicating local properties, and a "correlation code," reporting properties that are more global.
